Candidate's Statement of Qualifications

CITY OF: Fullerton
OFFICE SOUGHT: City Council
WARD/DISTRICT #: (if applicable)

NAME: Jane Rands
OCCUPATION: Software Engineer
AGE: 50
(Optional)

I am a Fullerton resident like you, not a politician. As residents we care about our city.

I will fill the leadership void to protect our neighborhoods from outside developers who maximize their profit at our expense.

I do not and will not take developer money. I know your home, your community, and the resources that support a good quality of life are what matter most to you. Cramming more development into your neighborhood might be someone else's idea of what Fullerton needs, but it isn't mine.

Our important issues in Fullerton are: overdevelopment, preservation of Coyote Hills as open space, funding our public library and reopening the Hunt branch, a safe and affordable water supply, taming the bar district, minimizing the impact of short term rentals on family neighborhoods, and creating voting districts that allow residents to elect a city council person who best represents their neighborhood.

As a caring citizen, I fought to save Coyote Hills and to protect historic downtown from projects like Amerige Court. I worked to stop the massive rezoning of Fullerton for high density development. I stood for the rights of Fullerton voters to have election districts that respect communities, not divide them.

www.janerands.com

INSTRUCTIONS: (Elections Code § 13307)

(City to customize here)

Date 8/12/2016

Candidate's Signature
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